FIFTY SHADES - ROOMMATES
Kate's on the computer and Anna enters the apartment … (light chuckle)
Anna: Um, before you say anything, I can —
Kate : Your a goddess! This is perfect.
Anna: What?
Kate: I just got his email. He answered every question. So, what was he like?
Anna: Um, He was fine.
Kate: “Fine”? Just fine ?
Anna: Um, he was really polite , and he was courteous, and very formal , and - - and clean .
Kate: “clean”?
Anna: I mean , he was very, you know, smart. And intense. It was kind of intimidating . I can
understand the fascination .
Kate: uh- huh .
Anna: Why are you looking at me like that ?
Kate: Like what?
Anna: Ok. im gonna make a sandwich . do you want one?
Kate: no thanks. ( googling Grey ) You have to admit he's ridiculously hot!
Anna: Im sure if you …are attracted to that sort …of human - - then
Kate: The hot type of human? ( laughs)
Anna: I asked him if he was gay. that was in your questions . why would you do that to me ?
Kate: because whenever he's in the society pages , he's never been photographed with a
woman . So , naturally - Anna: Maybe he just wants to keep his private life private, kate .
Kate: And now your defending him ..
Anna: Im terminating this conversation ..
(Kate follows her to kitchen with the computer still on grey )

Kate: too bad we don't have some original stills of your hot, clean, 27 year old billionaire. The
camera loves him almost as much as you do . Okay, I wasn't hungry but now I am. Thank you.
( steals her sandwich ) I love you.
( leaves her computer behind on grey page )

